
Mrs. Moss 
 

At Paseo Hills Elementary School, i went to Kindergarten Area and ask Mrs. Moss a 
couple questions about the school and herself! Mrs. Moss is from Phoenix, Arizona! Mrs.Moss 
used to teach at Royal Palm Elementary School. Mrs.Moss loves teaching her grade because 
they get to do fun activities! If Mrs. Moss could which a grade, she would teach Preschool. Mrs. 
Moss enjoys teaching the kindergartens and being apart of Paseo Hills!  

 

Recently teachers have just discovered that 3rd graders have been using “fire beans” to burn 

people. To use “fire beans” you rub them on the ground and then touch someone with the bean, 

when you touch someone with it you cause them a burn and even give them a mark. We are 

asking students to tell on someone immediately if caught using “fire beans” 

 

When you don't understand something please ask questions. It is okay to not understand 

something. I remember not understanding things in fifth and sixth grade and asking questions 

was the smartest thing i ever done so then when the test came i could understand what the 

question wanted.  It's important to understand things not just for the test but to understand what 

you will learn the next year. I gave my full attention to my teacher but somehow i never learned 

how to understand something until i got to ask questions and the teacher worked with me 

personally. Please if you don't understand something ask question so you can understand and 

still if you don't understand get personal help from the teachers. If your at home with homework 

you don't understand wait till the next day, email your teacher, or try to watch a video or do 

research to try to understand it. With that ask question and don't move on from a subject till you 

fully understand it and always try your best. 



 

    Noises in class 

 Students don’t seem to pay attention during class. The seem more interested in making 

noises and interrupting the class. The things students do in class is making ‘’huh’’ noises during 

class, or just simply act like a class clown. This has been going on for a while and by now the 

teachers have no tolerance for interruptions during class. When a student interrupts the class 

repeatedly, the teacher gives them a reflection and then tells them to go to another class to fill it 

out. The teachers are giving out reflections daily, since in a class, there’s at least 1 class clown. 

The teachers confiscate footballs, tell students to throw away water bottles because of misuse, 

and hand out reflections. Not all students misbehave, but in each class, there’s at least one 

student that interrupts, stopping the learning environment. At first, the teacher stops the class 

and tells the person who interrupted to step outside in order to deal with them without having 

students listen. The teacher gives the students instructions, then steps outside and talks to the 

student. After talking to the student multiple times, the teacher then gives them a reflection. 7th 

graders don’t always misbehave, but when the students do misbehave the teachers immediately 

deal with the problem. 

  

 

Lining up correctly 
Students are having problems lining up correctly in the morning and after lunch. 

Students are deciding to put there hands on each other then stand in line. Students also have 
problems throwing water bottles and balls around and the teacher gives them a warning and 
they don't stop, they confiscate their items. When the balls are usually taken away it's usually 
someone else’s and they get upset at the choices there friends made. Students are getting sent 



to the office for using profanity and this behavior and that’s bad. Students should stand in line 

and only talk to each other calmly.          

 
 

I interviewed Mr.Helmick he teaches math in 5th grade, I asked him how do you like 

teaching math, what’s your favorite unit to teach, and any upcoming events in math? Mr.Helmick 

loves teaching math, it gets the students really thinking and there is something new everyday. 

His favorite unit to teach is fractions he said his students start to really think and he enjoys 

seeing them go into depth. When students are struggling he has a intervention program people 

can join as well as they work in small groups, so they are able to talk to each other and ask 

each other questions. Upcoming events in math is finishing place value. 

 

During the NJHS ceremony we had the NJHS members sit down while the former 

members read poems and talked about the NJHS pillars of scholarship. Ms. Pace gave a brief 

introduction about NJHS and about their plans over the year. Then they did the candle 

ceremony and signed the registry book. After this they shaked the principles hand got their 

diploma and there pins. After the ceremony there were snacks and light refreshments givin to 

the parents by the new NJHS members. Therefor we look forward to seeing the NJHS group 

helping the community. 



 

The new NJHS officers are: 

President: Alexandria Englmyer 

  

Vice President: Lauren Nitschke 

  

Secretary: Elma Dudic 



 

Parent teacher conferences are coming up soon. The three days of parent teacher 

conferences will be October 24th, October 25th, and October 26th. October 25th and 26th will 

also be half days. More information will be coming out closer to the week of conferences. 

 

 

When there is an emergency in school it would be best if parents don`t come and pick 

up their kids because it could risk more kids.  We have practice drills once a month. Fire drills 

and lock downs. When we are in the cafeteria we need to eat slowly and not stuff our faces with 

food because we don't want to choke and avoid bringing food that is difficult to chew. Don't run 

while food is in your mouth. Try not to be distracted when food is in your mouth. 



 

  

 

 

 


